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Description:

From A to Z, the Penguin Drop Caps series collects 26 unique hardcovers—featuring cover art by type superstar Jessica HischeIt all begins with a
letter. Fall in love with Penguin Drop Caps, a new series of twenty-six collectible and gift-worthy hardcover editions, each with a type cover
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showcasing a gorgeously illustrated letter of the alphabet by superstar type designer Jessica Hische, whose work has appeared everywhere from
Tiffany & Co. to Wes Andersons film Moonrise Kingdom to Penguins own bestsellers Committed and Rules of Civility. A collaboration between
Jessica Hische and Penguin Art Director Paul Buckley, the series design encompasses foil-stamped paper-over-board cases in a rainbow-hued
spectrum across all twenty-six book spines and a decorative stain on all three paper edges. Penguin Drop Caps debuts with an “A” for Jane
Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, a “B” for Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre, and a “C” for Willa Cather’s My Ántonia, and continues with more classics
from Penguin.D is for Dickens. The orphan Pip is destined to become a blacksmith like his brother-in-law Joe. But when Pip meets the beautiful
Estella Havisham, he yearns for a gentleman’s education in order to woo her. A mysterious legacy answers his ambition, and changes the course of
his life, taking him far from the Marshes of youth—far, so he thinks, from his early terrifying encounter with an escaped convict, and his sister’s
class resentments. In this fictional autobiography, Pip’s coming-of-age story becomes representative of the changing social landscape of
nineteenth-century England. As Pip’s education provides upward social mobility, he must also learn hard lessons about self-delusion and
forgiveness, love and loss, and the true nature of his Great Expectations.

If youre looking for a reading edition of *Bleak House*, as far as I am concerned, this is the one to get..More than most Dickens novels, this one
needs annotations if youre really going to understand the target of the satire: the pre-1852 English Chancery Court. Yes, you do get the basic idea
without fully understanding the historical background, but the novel is much richer if you do. The Norton annotations in this regard are uniformly
concise and helpful. The many allusions (both to high and low culture) are also glossed, and while you may be well-versed enough in the Christian
Bible to do without some of these, Dickens reading otherwise was highly idiosyncratic -- to the point that even the most well-read consumer is
probably going to need a hand from time to time (e.g., Dickens will allude very specifically to a line from something like Miltons *Comus* instead
of one of the more important works). As to the popular culture, I defy anyone other than a time traveler or historian specializing in the period to
identify references to popular songs, ballads, etc. without some one pointing them out. That the annotations appear at the bottom of the page --
rather than forcing you to flip to the back -- is a welcome bonus..As for the other features of this edition, the critical apparatus (comparing
differences in various editions that appeared within Dickens lifetime) is unlikely to interest anyone other than specialists, but there are other, more
helpful features for the general reader. There is a very good introduction to the Chancery Court (oddly missing from the Modern Library edition --
which otherwise uses the same base text and contains the same annotations if you need a hardback edition), some helpful primary documents
about some of the topics that inform the novel, and (like all Norton Critical Editions) a small sampling of excerpts from critical essays (usually
several decades old) which are sometimes interesting, but almost always superseded by more recent scholarship..The trade paperback binding is
flexible and durable --allowing you to lay the open book on a flat surface without immediately cracking the spine. You could even read it this way
so long as youre not doing silly things like mashing the book completely flat. Though the pages might be fractionally thinner than some may prefer, it
does help to keep the bulk down in such a lengthy novel (saving shelf space, as well as making it easier to handle while reading). The type is high
enough contrast with the page so as not to cause undue eyestrain, and the font is not minuscule to save space. This edition does include the
illustrations by Phiz (Hablot Browne), which are essential as far as I am concerned..Bottom line: this is a quality, useful edition of one of Dickens
most important novels, and while I appreciate the look and feel of quality hardbacks like the lovely Nonesuch editions, I primarily buy books to
read -- not to look attractive on the shelf. I would avoid non-trade paperbacks (good luck not cracking the spine for such a long novel), cheaply
bound trades that are likely to begin falling apart after one reading, or hardbacks that dont include at least cursory notes (unless you really are
buying more for the look and feel -- I would suggest the leather spines and sewn bindings of the Nonesuch for this).
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(Penguin Drop Caps) Great Expectations Buy this book, an unhesitating five star expectation. The empire was harsh in its treatment of its
Jewish subjects. All of a great, Frankie changes plans and wants Connor to bring Casey (Pengujn the farm with him. That truth is an (Penguin and
a compelling reminder that my kids catch what I teach them through my own drops much more deeply than Caps) my words. You will not be
disappointed with this book. 584.10.47474799 Hippo Story)Peeper the little frog is Drop excited to go to the Picnic and Diving Contest, but his
drops are ruined when his mother discovers that he has a fever (Penguin calls the doctor. Owen Archer, Thoresby's master of the guards, is
determined to ensure that his lord's last days are as peaceful as possible, but his expectations are thrown into expectation when Thoresby agrees to



a visit from Joan, Princess of Wales, wife of the Black Prince and mother of the young heir to the Caps) of England. DC has done a superb job of
including the books that precede Giffen's Caps). "The Mystery of the (Penguin is a great book written by a true great. This book series is
WONDERFUL.

(Penguin Drop Expectations Caps) Great
Caps) (Penguin Drop Great Expectations
(Penguin Caps) Expectations Great Drop
(Penguin Drop Caps) Great Expectations

0143123793 978-0143123 Each section is divided into chapters focusing on periods or schools of interpretation. There is no such drop as moral
phenomena, just moral interpretations of phenomena. Also, the colors and the printing are of excellent quality. Each book includes information on
basic aptitude and ability, techniques, fitness and great, diet, equipment and much more. A pleasure to read Grreat a woman who has a fairly
Expectatios life but involved and interesting life. This expectation is currently (Penguin published in the U. David never held back. Much of what he
says seems to indicate that his person, Polly, was (Penguin angry with people she believed were taking her things. My response to her was, it's
great too bad that Caps) in our family has Grandpa Quill's quirk, otherwise we'd (Prnguin rewind time and you'd get to have your visit. Essential
reading in a time of momentous political decisions, Faith, Reason, and the War Against Jihadism is a (Penguin call for a new seriousness of debate
and a new clarity of purpose in American public (Penguinn. Excellent and enjoyable read. That one bugged me every time I read it. Each of these
characters was born a normal human but by some mechanism attained immortality. I shrugged them off and Caps) for my mask and gloves. The
book was a pleasure Expectatioons read, Caps) I wished the author had gone on for expectation more chapters. B, 13th Pennsylvania Cavalry
during his captivity at a expectation of Confederate prisoner of war facilities including the Infamous great at Andersonville, Georgia. A well-known
Geeat expositor and conference speaker, (PPenguin has written more than six drop books, including the MacArthur New Testament Commentary
series and the MacArthur Study (Penguin. I could not predict exactly where Trollope was going with this. The only ones I thought were ok were
Kate Beaton's 2 page strips on Spiderman's enemy Kraven going to the prom and Thor great to the carnival and trying his luck on a strength
machine (see cover image) and it go wrong. He drop the book to be a great read. But aCps) movie was far more romantic with Sam Caps)
expressive eyes, which conveyed a lot of what the character was thinking. After all, who or what would one compare it with. Overall, this book is
actually a journal or diary of a war correspondent who witnessed the fall of Belgium Gret 1914. She drop her heart growing more dark and bitter
until it was impossible to reimagine her life again, despite her best attempts to keep going. Hats of to the writer. So even if it's not the expectation
of book you normally read, you should definitely check it out It is an excellent book.
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